[Prospects for standardization of surgical treatment for breast cancer].
Surgical treatment of breast cancer in general guided cancer surgery in the direction of extensive radical operations until two decades ago. More recently, the trend has been toward conservative, less-extensive surgery. Moreover, breast cancer has become a model case for establishing standardization of surgical care of cancer. The Japanese Breast Cancer Society issued "Guidelines for Breast-Conserving Therapy" in 1999, and the Clinical Research Group for Establishing Guidelines for Standardized Diagnosis and Treatment for Breast Cancer became active in 2002 under the auspices of the Ministry of Health, Welfare and Labor. There are several areas of controversy in terms of surgical care in breast cancer. Examples are yet-immature breast-conserving surgery which is performed with wide variations (15-90%) depending upon the institution, and sentinel lymph node biopsy which must await long-term results before being recognized as standard care. The installation of expensive diagnostic devices indispensable for standardized surgical care might not be necessary at each institution, and it must be noted that postoperative follow-up policies practiced in Japan differ greatly from those recommended by the American Society of Clinical Oncology. Despite the anticipated difficulties, a consensus on what constitutes standardized surgical treatment for breast cancer might be easily reached among breast cancer surgeons. However, it may be somewhat difficult to popularize the standardized surgical treatment among ordinary general surgeons in Japan, since there is a wide disparity in the level of clinical care offered by individual physicians and healthcare institutions. Standardization of medical care guided by the government is mainly designed to reduce healthcare costs, which is instrumental in eliminating unnecessary medical interventions and may in turn shed light on valuable medical care advances. This may be the moment for the Japanese Surgical Society and its members who practice life-saving surgery to lead a genuine national medical reformation.